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The EASTERNER
EASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE

VOLUME 11

CHENEY, WASHINGTON

OCTOBER 26, 1960

KEWC, Live Show

Musa Amalemba And
The Best of Africa

NUMBER 5

USNSA Aid:sIn Integration Cause

KEWC station manager Paul
A recent meeting has pointed up the growing importance of
Aust announced early this the role of the student community in the nation today. October
Musa Amalemba, Kenya's first and only Mrican Minister, week that a ca:rnpus group, the 13, five National Student Association (NSA) leaders met with
spoke before a large and interested crowd at EWCE's Showalter "Vi-Kings," will appear LIVE representatives of four variety store companies for what was
on KE'WC.
termed by Dick Rettig, USNSA president, "A major breakauditorium last Thursday.
"War~ .. nd 'f/alty Pr,sent" through in the sit-in effort and sympathy demonstrations since,
The thoughtful man with ijhead to face these. Tlie Euro- a new type of Jhow, all LIVE, for the firs~ time since the sit-ins began, these companies , indithe wide smile was introduced g~an ~ustoqi of putting the and ¥fill air th.air program on cated a definite desire to negotiate. . . "
as ''representing Africa at lady first seems almost b~ck- Thur~d~y nights at 8 p. m.
USNSA, .a non-partisan non- - - - - - - - - - - - 1
its best." He told of primitive ward to us."
"V1-J(ings' meµipers £eature sectarian rep:resentative stu- tional and illt~:rnational comand modePn Africa, its coloni"Europeans say, it seems, .. Mo~q~ \la!l'~ John Lyons, lead dent or~anization of.1,000,000 munities.
zation by European and Asian 'I{ there js a fierce dog in tqe ·guitar, and Jim Kewpthorne, students in 375 colleges (inNSA has supported the Soupeoples, and the tribal cus- hpqse, let the lady get itf, "
rhythm gu ·tar, wpile Garry eluding EWCE), was ·founded
thern sit-in movement since
toms have played such an imJq Africa, '\V~~:p \it> natio~s flail's Doqg ftsp (drum$) i\n~ in 1947 to increase responsibil- \~~
b~ginning in February of
pomant Pole in the African lff.?'Y nev~f \~ fJght qgaiD, satd J ff Brown (p{p.no) ~re afso ity and participation of the
1960
and has encouraged Norculture.
Amalemqa,
a dog is cut 1n featured
on_
t~e··progralll·
students
edl!c~tion~l, na•
b~tf.
____
________
_ _ _in_the
.....___,;._,_...:,.__
tµ~rn ~tµd~lli\ ~HRI?Prt since
EWCE audiences heard the
tli.at ttm13. Officers of fhis
"l thin~ that should haP,pen
1.1 ~so:q~ f Af a few of the cµs•
~ qup. w,~t }}!.j!h r~presentatoms t~rmed" "bac~ward" and l;)etween ~~~~* a~d the Unittives from F.
Woolworth,
~!,tes-.a~~ ~hqeyer ~~mlµ,
condemn~d ~by the Christian ed
W.
T.
Grijnt,
s.
H.
~ess and
~
By
Bob
Wilson
prov1ae that dog, Goa bl~s
qat\ons-the practical reasons him," Amalemeda grinned.
~c~ory-)1c~~n
~tpres
to disEWCE, Cheney, Wash., Octobei; 19-A story w~$ :r~cently told
be , · d the re:m9yal of the lowThere are reasons, and often to me by Miss Alice Moe, wllich I think should be of interest to c~ss the pr~gr~ss ln desegr~gaer feeih, circumcision, tribal very important reasons, be- every student o~ the campus of EWCE.
tion which has been made by
marks, the African dowry re- hind tribal customs, the EWCE
these
companies subsequent to
The story of little Pat Mohondro became known to Miss Moe
quirement, and the very dom- audience was told. Many of at a recent pre-school PTA meeting, at which she was asked the sit-in demonstrations and
inant role of the man in Afri- these customs ·~re good and to speak.
Nortliern' sympathy pickets,
·,
·
·
c~n society.
and to exami'n'e 'the good faith
should npt · ~, abolished. If
Pat Mohondor, 5 years old·,
of the companies in their ef"Men lead the way both in Europeaas held qnly tried to is a victim' 'Qi hemophilia. lie dormant for several gener- forts to desegregate their faations, which was true in the
and out of the house, and wom- understand tqese, as A~rJcans ~ern(?pfi_ilia is
tendency
to
cilities.
case
of Pat.
en follow," smiled Amalemba. pave l~~rned to understan~
This
little
fellow
injured
his
profuse
bleeding,
·
e
ven
from
"When attacks by other tribes, some European cm~toms which
NSA officers also explored
wild beasts, snakes and others seemed at fjrst barbaric (eg- slight wounds. The first indi- ankle last July and since then the grounds for the establishwere feared, the man went kissing.; ,bal'.troom qancipg, di- cation of the disease comes in has had to have 23 pints of ment of a joint statement of
voxce), a much better relation- early ch'ildhoop, wl_len a blood. Pat recently injured policy relative to the terminaship would have been created scratch may bleed for hours. •liimself while· trying to rescue tion of sit-in s and pickets
between the African nations By the time the child reaches his boat from the bathtub. against these chain stores
school age he begins to suf- Since his account at the blood which wili be agreeable to
and the colonizing powers.
Amalemba, when speaking fer from internal bleeding, in- bank has been exhausted, both Southern and Northern
muscles, joints, kidneys and there is ·a rte~d for :m.ore blood students.
qf ~tt~!ll[>ts on h!~ life by Ki,- to
stomach.
If ·the . bleeding goes donations. Donations of any
Uuyu tetrorists m the early
unchecked,
muscles col)tract blood type can be given and
The meeting saw reaffirmadays of the Mau Mau revolt,
and bone deformity results. ~redited to Pat's account. Red tion of the fact that segregaA Leadership Retreat will said this:
be held October 28, 29, and 30
i,I have learned . that God Acco:r;ding to the Science Di- Cros~ blood cannot be used be- tion is undesirable, and, ~fter
at · Camp Cowles on Diamond can protect and I am a Chris- gest Magazine, childhood and ca use it loses its clot produc- establishing this, was marked
Lake for about 50 members of tian. I believe we can and must early adolescence are the dan- ing factors . .
with great success. Major pro., Miss· Moe has talked with gress is being made now that
the Associated Student Body. found a new Africa upon the ger periods. If a child passes
Those in attendance will be basis of Christianity." He ex- this period, his need for blood Don Williams to determine if student leaders can sit down
a request could be made for a with company offi,cials, clarify
the five student body officers, pressed, however, regret that steadily Jiec:reas s. .
·
the editor of The Eastei;-ner, the "practice what you preach"
Hemophilia is a hereditary co-operative effort of students, respective positions, and see
class officers, and organiza- attitude of the Europeans was disease affecting only males, asking those who are on the that student opinion and NSA
tional leaders. ,The remaining so often neglected.
but is transfer able only by fe- Eastern Campus to go to the action are helping to solve the
.
students have been chosen by
Amalemba, in a later inter- males. The disease has reces- center of their . choice as long nation's problems.
the executive favoring the
sive characteristics and may as they specify that their blood
(continued on page 8) ·
donations are to be transferfreshmen and sophomores.
red to the Dishman Ness Pre
Working papers have been
School Account for Pat Mohon- ATTENTION
written by Paul Hooper and
dro.
Young Democrats, Lyndon
Ray Raschko, ASB president
Miss Moe has asked that any- B. Johnson, vice presidential
Dr. Hugh Taylor, president of the Woodrow Wilson National one donating blood notify her
and vice-president. However,
Fellowship
Foundation, has announced the opening of comp~- so that she can inform the P. candidate, will arrive at GeiNSA has contributed the bulk
tition for the academic year 1961-1962. He estimates that well T. A. of the usual co-operative ger Field at 4:15 p. m. today.
of the material.
Cars will leave union around
over 9,000 students will be nominated. EWC will be one of the
Students attending the re- colleges participating in the program, and nominations will be response of EWCE in a civic 3:4S -p. m. Be on time.
appeal.
treat will spend about half of
their time discussing problems closed on October 31st.
concerning the campus; the
Designed to reduce a nation-wide sJ,ortage of qualified college
remainder of the time will be teachers, the program annually awards 1000 fellowships for first
spent delving into problems on year graduate study at any university of the recipient's choice
national and
international in the United States or Canada. Candidates from the Northwest
levels of concern to the stu- will be elected after screening arid personal interviews by a
dent. Paul Hooper has outlined reg•onal committee. Each· elected fellow ·receives a $1500 stipNovembe;l° t .E?sterp and 36 other Northwest schools will pareach of these areas of discus- end for living expenses plus full tuition and family allowances.
ticipate
in a mock election. This election will be coordinated .
sion which will include such
The
pro,ram
is
open
to
college
graduates
mainly
in
the
huby Eastern, and is being sponsored by the National Student Assubjects as the student press,
manities
and
social
sciences.
Both
men
and
women
are
eligible,
sociation. All four-year institutions in the Northwest have rehuman relations, school spirit,
and
there
is
no
limit
on
the
age
of·
the
candidate.
Those
who
ceived information c.o ncerning it.
commuters,
loyalty
oaths,
- - -- - - - - -- - receive
awards
are
not
asked
to
commit
themselves
to
college
. youth corp, and France in reStudents
will
vote
on
both
lation to the Algerian prob~em. teaching, but merely to "consider it seriously" as a possible state and national levels. The dent under the same condicareer.
results of the national issues tions.
Paul Hooper expressed the
The program, designed to encourage college seniors of out- will first be transmitted to the
purpose of the retreat by say(2) The faculty advisor, the
standing
ability to study for advance degrees with faculty iobs Bali Lounge of the Student Un- Dean of Students, and the eding. "It is primarily to open up
new horizons. Although no ab- as their goal, is administered by the Woodr~w Wilson N~tional ion building and then released itor of the Easterner shall act
solute solution~ will come of Fellowship Foundation under a $24,500,000 five year grant for publication.
ilS ex officio members of the
this, we are hoping that it will from the Ford Foundation.
Garth Wheeler, activities co- Associated Student Council.
(3) The judicial authority of
manifest itself now and in fuordinator, has urged everyone
Dr. Hans Rosenhaupt, National Director of the Wilson Fel- to vote. It isnit necessary to be the Associated Students shall
ture years."
lowship Foundation, in an analysis of the past years' activities, 21.
be vested in the Judicial Board
reported that the highly selected grants have been awarded
Included in this election will of the Campus Council.
to graduates from 560 dif{erent colleges. This is convincing also be the proposed ASB Con~
(4) The Juuicial Board shall
Natives Restless
proof that many colleges throughout .the country, not only stitution.
have
the power to consider
Proposed Changes
A few of the native from the few well-known ones, offer high quality education. Almost
for
review
any disciplinary
The ASB Constitution which
Hudson hall remained restless 90 per cent of all the 1000 Fellows in 1959-60 continued study
cases arising from the Campus
after the Homecoming Mixer after the first year, and more than 75 per cent of all Fellows is now in effect was adopted in Council or from the residence
the fall of 1956. Some of the
on the 19th of this month. eventually end up in academic positions.
hall councils.
They entertained themselves
Of the nominated candidates who failed to win Woodrow change$ in the proposed con(5) The Campus Council shall
with the three tubs which be- Wilson Fellowships more than 80 per cent, Dr. Rosenhaupt said, stitution which if adopted will have
original jurisdiction over
longed to the Art Club's Home- went on t9 gradu te school ~n:yway,· often with. financial help . bec;o:qie effective January 1, all disciplinary cases originat1961 are:
coming float.
from other source . He estimated the annual ·need for new col(1) 1'.'he person elected as the ing outside the residence halls.
lege
teachers
at
3(),000
a
year
for
the
next
ten
years.
The tubs were rolled to the
Associated Stucl;ents Vice-Presi(6) Sta:µding committees of
The Wo~drow Wilson NcatJonal Fellowship Foundation does dent under tlw provisions of tne Associated Students shall
back of cardboard castle
where one was rolled from the not acc,pf applications directly · from students. Every candi• the Associated Students Con- be Finance, Elections, Tri-Colroof of Garry hall. The other date for the award MUST be r,ominated by a faculty memf,er. stitution as amended Fall, 1966, lege Relations, CommunicaEastern students who wish to be candidates for nomination shall serve as Executive Vice- tions, Student Orientation,
two tubs rotated through the
coridors of Hudson hall, one shQuld conta,ct the campus Woodrow Wilson Fellowship rep- President under the provisions Homecoming, Activities Prothis
constitution
the motion, and National Students
finding its way into a room, to resentative, Dr. Raymond L. Schults, at room Sl00E. Faculty of
the inmates' surprse and hor- members are al~o urged to encourage the application of any stu- Activities Coordinator shall Association. This can be com(continued on page 8)
dent whom they feel would be qualified for the award.
serve as Activities Vice-Presiror.
I

Littl~

l~y In Distres,.

a

Student Le'aders
To Meet

Fellowships Available

Constitution And Mock ~ledion
Vote To Be H,ld November 1st.

~
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Publlahed weekly- durbur the achoo) rear, except vacation• and
holldll.YII and J>9rioda tmmedlateb precedlnir by- the A.uoclated
Studenta of Eutern Wuhlnirton Colleire of Education, Cheney,
Wuh. Application for ~U'J' at Chene:,, Waahin~on, pendlna,
Entered aa Second Clau Matter Nov. 8, 11116, at the Post Office
at Cheney. Wuhlnaton. ander the Act of Conirreas March 8, 18711.
Advertlalna ratea furnished on application. Represented for
national advertlalna b:, National Advertl,ting, Inc.. -620 Madteon
Annue. New York 17, New York. Rlaht to decline an:, adver•
tiaina la reeened.

EXECUTIVE EDITOR ...................................................... Ron Wolfe
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SOCIETY EDITOR ...................... .............................. Rhoda Paulson
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CIRCULATION MANAGER ................................ Vic Maykowskyi
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Nixon
Why should any American vote? Especially, for Richard E.
Nixon? I, being of liberal bent, had to look hard and close to
decide for whom I would cast my vote in the coming national
election. I chose Mr. Nixon over Mr. Kennedy for one big,
specific reason-personal independence.
Mr. Kennedy would have the unions take over the country,
and run it for themselves. This would allow the rest of us to
become union-dominated!
Currently, in several states, a worker has a right to work,
whether he is a union member of not. Mr. Kennedy would
remove this right-by altering the Taft-Hartley laws to eliminate the state "right to work" laws, and to alter the secondary
boycot section ( a secondary boycot would prevent you from
doing business with someone who is doing business with someone who is being struck by a union.)
Mr. Kennedy would have you believe that unions only want
good. This is an obviously poor belief-just what happens when
a union goes on strike? A strike closes an industry; it throws
many people out of work; it prevents many from getting their
paycheck; it hurts American economy, and it can cause a town
or several towns to actually become "ghost" towns.
(I speak in reference to the current mine strike in Idaho-a
six months old strike, where many miners have rebelled against
their communisticly led union and are forming one of their
own; this is making Kellogg and Wallace into ghost towns. Also
a railroad strike in the east that has cost the taxpayers over $40
million, eliminated rail service to many communities, cost 3,000
men their jobs, and at its conclusion will cost the railroad even
more after it gets moving again. I also speak in referenee to
the auto strikes, the steel strikes, the other strikes-all of
which cost us, through relief of the out-of-work men and women,
through the -loss of productivity of the plant, through many
other areas. Mr. Kennedy and the Democratic party would have
you believe that the Republicans are at fault because of our
poor "economy"-but if it weren't for the unions, where would
we be ? (We wouldn't be out of work, that's for sure.)
It is one thing to call names, another to repeat facts. If you
want a dictatorship, signed by the unions, and shoved down
your throats year after year, okay. Vote for Kennedy. Your union
bosses will know what to do-whom to pay-and how to achieve
their desires through legislation. Eventually, there will be NO
businesses left-only unions, with no place to work.
I can see it now. A union wants more money, so it goes on
strike. The businesman, being struck, goes out of business. Result-loss of business and wages. Further result-loss of economy, with more out of work, less money in circulation. This can
spread, fast.
Personally, I prefer being allowed my constitutional right of
choice-where I want to work, for whom, without being told
that I MUST BELONG TO A UNION TO DO IT. There is nothing
in the constitution about unions-and I hope that there never
will be. I pray nightly that this nation will always stay free,
always allow each m·e mber of its society self determination-and
it can do this only with a balanced congress . . . if the Demo•
crats insist on packing our hallode D. C. halls, then we must
insist on a balance in the White House-a balance that will allow
freedom.
I'm against any curtailment of civil rights. I'm for Nixon.-E.S.

Graduation
Seniors:
it is the intention of the
Senior Class as expressed by
them in their previous business meeting to change the
graduation date from June 9,
to June 4, 1961. This will mean
that graduation will be held on
the Sunday prior to final week
and not on the Friday following finals .
A committee appointed by
the class has submitted the
following reasons in support
of the request for change.
1. If graduation is held on
Friday, June 9, seniors will
have to remain on campus an
additional week.
2. If graduation is held on
Friday, June 9, many parents,
friends, and relatives would
not be able to attend because
of employment obligations
and lack of travel time.
3. If graduation is held on
Friday, June 9, seniors would
have to remain at school the
following week to clear library
fines and other unpaid fees.
4. If graduation is held on

Friday, June 9, many seniors
would not attend commencement exercises since it is not
required that they do so.

Since it is the expresed wish
of the Senior class to change
the commencement day from
June 9 to June 4, a petition for
a vote of confidence is now in
circulation. Those seniors who
wish to express their feelings
concerning this issue may reg•
ister their vote of confidence
in the Union on Thursday, Oc•
tober 27 between the hours of
12 and 2 p. m.
Sincerely,
James M. Krofchek

gor'I

GORT!The Part1
ha-3 selected~ to

rt. ·, f or Prest ent !
I/ ' . do you begin
90ur campaign?

'Kennedy

ToThe .A:SB
Of Eastern

The present administration has been the biggest political
fiasco in American history. Not that similar boners haven't
occurred before; however, the consequences of inadequate
national leadership today are far more deadly than they were
a hundred years ago. In 1876 a shot might be "heard round the
world;" today the shot may destroy the world.
Now is not the time to follow a philosophy that says "what
is good for General Motors is good for the United States," or
to quote Georgia's GOP State Central Committee, that "a contribution to the Republican party is one of the best business
investments you can make .•. "
A combination of political ineptness, and an economic philosophy that cannot see beyond the financial smoke screen of
big business, has brought about a great loss of prestige to the
Office of the President of the United States, and to the nation
itself. Clearly, we must make a drastic break with the out dated
traditions of the GOP, not only to fulfill our great potential as a
nation and a civilization, but merely to survive-to avoid total
destruction of ourselves and the rest of the world's population.
I share the opinion of The Reorter Magazine. "With Kennedy
we have a chance."-R. W.

For the past several years,
Eastern llas faced an ever-increasing amount of Drunken•
ness an,d rowdiness at the var•
ious western and rock and roll
dances held in the Student
Union. In fact, as most stu•
dents will remember, this
problem grew to such proportions last spring that a number of rock and roll dances
was banned. The amount of
damage became increasingly
worse.
Yet, each year, there ·is nope
that a general appeal to the majority of college 'students will
create a more favorable situation. But already this year,
as in the past, this hope seems
to be thoroughly frustrated.
To improve this situation, a
new policy of regulating dances has been adopted, one that
is designed to prevent trouble
before it dccurs. Each club giving a dance is responsible for
any damages done to the Union. In the event this system
isn't effective and the material
and human damage continues,
a much more. drastic action
will have to be devised. The
problem is serious. It is unfortunate that this statement even
must be made, but here, as in
many cases, the actions of a
few impair the privileges of
the many. This situation will
disappear only when we finally
realize the purpose for which
this institution exists. Until
then, regulations will have to
suffice.
(Signed) A. S. Executive
A. S. of EWC

Hate
Opponents of Senator John Kennedy have stooped to a new
low in an effort to defeat him. Harvey H. Springer, the "cowboy evangelist," is planning on distributing millions of copies
of various hate literature through the U. S. mails.
A big man with a little mind, Springer explained to a New
York Times reporter that "I would oppose any Roman Catholic
for President-the nam·e doesn't make any difference." .
Rev. Springer in his 25 years of serm9n giving has preached
prejudice, hate and warnings against not only Catholics but
Jews and Negroes as well.
·
This is a man of God?
Again quoting Springer, "I'm perfectly willing to admit I'm
a bigot."
Where is his financial support coming from? MosUy from
wealthy Republicans who are contributing large amounts of
money to various religious organizations and churches, then
deducting the amount from their income tax. Who does the
printing? Some is done by regular companies who have a thriving business of printing hate literature.
Plans are to start mass distribution 10 days before the elecion. On Reformation Sunday, October 30, when Protestant feeling is at its highest, sermons and rallies are planned to help
spur on the movement of hate.
Let us not be taken in by this immature and childish action of
a man who himself claims to be a bigot..
R. W.

'

SCHOOL SPIRIT
by Lynn Abih:
It's new, it's different. For
Eastern it.'s Foreign. What is
this surprising new thing?
What is it the man on the
street seems to know all about?
School spirit; Yes the rah, rah,
rah, for Eastern bit. Everyone agrees there is a la-ck of
it, yet no one seems to know
WHAT to do. It seems that
with all the talk1 there would
be some action.

'Sounding Board
To the Editor:
What are you trying to do?
Create a "better class' of college drinkers? This is the
thought that first entered my
mind when I read your ·editorial entitled "Whiskey In '60".
I think your editorial was very
inappropriate and is not applicable to the persons on this
campus. For what reasons?
Why should students be in•
terested in drinking liquor in
a tavern when most of them
are under age and cannot legally drink? This would also
render them unable to vote
upon initiative 205 in the
forthcoming ·election. I would
venture to say that when the
students do graduate from Eastern, very few of them would
frequent a tavern as it could
bring about a downgrading in
their social status.
Look at the foil owing para•
graph:
"I'm sure most people will
agree that a 'better class' of
people inhabit cocktail lounges than do taverns. Thus, let
the taverns serve hard liquor
and you will in turn create a
better class of people.'' I am
inclined to believe that this
paragraph is fallacious. I
agree that most people may

1 don't ...
It the people
desire~
servicec, why
should I
solicitJ1

Come,eome ...
It ii a great;
honor to
serve the
people!

10 &eek an honOY
would be indecent,
i91indeed, one can

con;ider servitude
honorable ..•

think better people frequent
cocktail lounges than taverns,
but explain to ·me how would
it be possible for~ taverns to
create a better class of people?
Where would the people go
who hang out in today's taverns? Wouldn't they stay? Improvement of the tavern class
would require more education
for them and a more favorable
economic climate than we now
have.
When the editorial was draf·
ted, you should have includ-ed
the oher half of the argument
for initiative 205. I believe that
this information is provided in
a pamphlet published by our
Secretary of State.
(Signed: Sincerely
Dennis Hietath

You say, give us something
to support. Look at it another
way. Give them something to
fight for.
I'm not saying our team
can't
stand
improvement.
I will say that if they had a
reason to fight, they probably
would.

I don't believe that I have
ever seen a team that has the
amount of people turn out for
a game as Eastern, and still
not have their support.
Let's go, Eastern, get behind
your team and give them a
fighting chance before they
get out on the field. Don't defeat them with your lack of
loyalty; it's bad enough to be
beaten in points. However, if
you give them a fighting
chance, maybe they will want
to fight for you.

To the Student Body:

We the members of the
Bachelor Club extend our heartiest thanks to the students
and faculty · of Eastern. With•
out your consideration andi cooperation Speek Week . 1960
would have never been the suc•
cess it was.
Thanks to you 15 boys had a
day they will long remember.
Again our thanks.
(Signed)
The Bachelor Club
Well ...youtlt

l'G I& improbable

at lea&t
end0r6e

that its author&
N1ve accurately

the Part~

plat.form?

Remember, the team doesn't
represent a group of players
with a ball that try and knock
their brains all over the field
because they need the exercise. They represent something.
They represent You, your
school, and your attitude.
Gort,
you're

a

expressed my
views without

dam11ed
.Qool !

C0!1SUlting me,

. __

I

_____________....,;;;...,.~-'

..._

_. NJ...

Even ~our high
opinion oP my
fitness "or pubIic
~ice snail not
persuade me f

SOCIETY SECTION
Special
Announ,cemenls

Fashion
Kloset

Stu-Teachers Meet

There will be a general
meeting with the winter quarter student teachers at 10 a .
m., Oct. 27, 1960.
Mid-Term Exams

The Orientation staff Will
conduct meeting in the dorm
lounges on how to study for
mid-terms. These will be held
Thursday, Oct. 27, ·at 7 p. m.
·

Homecoming

The Wa-Hi cabinet has choseh the weekend of November
11-12, as homecoming. The
game is with Gonzaga on the
afternoon of the 12th and the
dance follows that evening.
Campus Organizations

,

All organizations on campus
wishing materials duplicated,
please leave the dittos and paper on the ASB's . secretary
desk at least 24 hours in advance of when needed.
Movies

The ROTC department is
now holding movies every Friday afternoon at 2 p. m. These
are under the direction of the
AUSA. The movies will consist
of I & E sports reels and information · d·e aling with the
ROTC. This is open to the public and there is no admission
charge.
I

Kampus

Kalendar

By Linda Headley

Color-color and more color
is the key to fashion this year.
On Eastern's campus many
are following the trend.
Grace Ward is an admirer
of stripes as seen by her lavender, yellow and white striped bulky knit cardigan, matched with a purple sheath skirt.
It's an eye catcher.
Dave Bennett certainly isn't
afraid of brightness. His gold
bulky knit cardigan worn with
olive green continental trousers (!an 't be missed.
Ruth Moe has been looking
quite gay in a luscious red
sweater worn over a red and
gray sheath skirt ~ccented by
pleats in the back.
Janice Moore seems to prefer a"quieter and more sooth•
ing color. Your blue and white
plaid sheath skirt, beautiful
long sleeved bulky knit pullover and beige shoes and purse
compose a very pretty picture,
Janice.

Schee Scores High

October 26

6-7 p. m.-IK, Capri.
6-7 p. m.-Spurs, Vashon
6-7-Bachelor Club, Cove.
7-8 p. m.-IVCF, Vashion &
San Juan.
October 27

4 p·. m.-Music Division, Fae.
Lounge.
.
6:30 p. m.- ASB Council,
Cove.
6 p. m.-USCF Lecture and
discussion series, Tahiti.
6-7 p. m.-Sitzmark Ski
Club, Capri.
7:45 p. m.-IVCF, Vashon.
10 a. m.-Orientation follow
up-commuters, The Harbor
7 p. m.-Orientation followup, on campus, Resid·e nce hall.
lounges (Subject, Mid-term
exams)
October 28
10 a. m-Sociology club, Ca-

pri.
12 noon-Travel film series,
Capri.
2 p. m.-AUSA Film Series,
C. F.
2 p. m.-United Nations
Week, Lobby.
October 29

KEWC

Four of the six highest scor7 p. m.-Double M (MovieDr. Ralph Connor's talk on
ers
among
62
examinations
Mixet),
Bali. Title: "Horror of
"Becoming Invol'(ed-Courtship
given
for
prospective
Spokane
Dracula"
and Engagement," will be
broadcast tonight at 10 p. m. county deputy sheriffs are stu- Spur's Dance "Skeleton Skip"
dents at Eastern Washington
11 a. m._._United Nations
on station KEWC.
College
of
Education.
Week,
Lobby. _
Foreign Students
Highest
scorer,
the
county
A reception was held to wel- '
30
come the foreign students to civil service commission· listed, October
5-7 p. m.-USCF, Vashon &
was
George
B.
Schee,
W227
Eastern Washington College.
San Juan.
The welcoming committee was Twenty-eighth, an EWCE sen- October
31
made up of members of the ior majoring in economics.
5:15
.p.
~-~A & R Comm. L.
Others
were
Gerald
R.
Baldfollowing Cheney clubs at the win, E20S' Heroy; , Henri L.
A.S.D.R.
home of Mrs. Virginia Dress6 p. m.-ASB Finance Com.,
ler: P. E. 0., Chamber of Com- Geier, E528 Empire, and Jerry
J. Littlemore, N5804 Alameda. Cove.
. ·
merce, Beta and Tilicum.
5:30
p
.
.
m.~:.Sponsor
Corps,
Baldwin
and
Littlemore
are
Lost
seniors,
Geier
a junior at EW- Capri.
Brown billfold in Hargreav3:30 p . m.-Faculty Council,
es Library or vicinity or Sho- CE.
Capri.
walter Hall. Please contact
. 7 p. m.-IRC, Capri.
Keith
Martensen, Waverly,
Spurs
3-5 p. m.- Geography SemiWash. There is a reward.
Preparations by the Spurs
Sih:mark Ski News
are well under1 way for the nar, San Juan.
- United Nations Week,
The new officers elect are: Halloween movie and maskLobby.
President, Ron Geis; vice pres- mixer to be presented SaturHalloween.
ident, Marlene Klien; secretary day, Oct. 29, ih the Bali lounge.
treasurer, Gloria' Perry and The movie entitled Dracula,
publicity, Gary R. Skelton. The and mixer, the Skeleton Skip,
meetings will be every Thurs- are guaranteed to put everyday from 6 p. m. to 7 p. m. in one in a Spooky Spirit. A big
the SUB. There are many activ- attraction will be the prizes
ities planned for the rest of the that are awarded for the best
By Rhoda Paulson
school year, such as a three- boys' and the best girl's mask.
Eureka! Finally, at last, and
day ski trip to some ski resort. Admission is 75c a couple for
they
were only engaged five
There are other social f unc- both the movie and mixer or
tions throughout the year, as 50 c for stags. School clothes months before I found outthey're Karen Winkler and
will be appropriate dress.
well.
Sherm Stapleton and they're
planning
a December wedding.
,

Chit 'n ,C hat

*

The unusual, the intriguing, the unexpected ... all beautiful bounty gathered
by The Crescent fro111 across the seven
seas!
The new and the different ••• you'll find it all
at The Crescent during the exciting Import Fair!
... rendezvous for merchandise from the corners
of the world! A vast and wondrous selection of
exquisite and exotic wares, crafted in breathle~s
beauty from master hands to enrich your home
. . . and your giving! Accept your invitation to
magnificence now! Look for the Import Tags
throughout the store!
Beginning October 27
Import Shop ... 3rd Floor

~.

THE l t; CRESCENT
.,

*

•

How many people on campus are going trick or treating?
I imagine there are a good
number of married students
who will have to-but- how
many others?
.

•

•

•

Here are some suggestions
on the tender subject of what
to do with the old Sacajawea.
"Burn her''
"Give her to Garry hall"
"Chop her up and sell the
pieces"
"Put her on the road at the
edge of Cheney"
"Make her fullback on the
football team"
"Donate her to Mrs. Fleckenstein"
*

In Monroe the custom is to
throw in the shower all newly
engaged fellows, only they got
rather exhuberant and threw
in Ben Glassley who's been engaged to Patty Lane for over
a year .

What's this about a pickle
committee on the AWS coun. kles.?
c1'l?. . .. pie
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Playboy Maga.zine
And 'The Cqllege Campus
The room was dark exc~pt for the light in the far corner and
silhouettes were not easily made out. A chuckle or a sigh could
be heard at intervals. On4i' could he~r the flipping of pages as
these strange sounds continued to come from the direction of
a pair of scholars. This clould have been students boning for
exams during "dead weekr' but was it? No-the latest issue of
"Playboy" had hit the campus!
This is a scene that takes - - - - - - - - - - - place once a month not only at endeavors brought to this camEastern, but on almost every pus by "Playboy," interesting
campus in the United States. ideas for social events have
Copies of "Playboy" are £re- been derived from it also. Colquently found in the offices of lege living groups all over the
doctors, dentists and lawyers. country, as well as at Eastern,
Our service men all over the have used "Playboy" as the
world manage to get hold of motif for dances and parties.
the publication. Even women Intercollegiate Knights at Easbrowse through the pages and tern have used this theme for
many of them write to the edi- two most successful annual
'
tors congratulating them on "Playboy" dances.
their so-called magazine for
So don't forget, friends, just
get
in the corner and chuckle
men.
and sigh with the rest of us at
What is in this magazine? the latest copy of "Playboy,"
What has it to offer that seem- which seems to be truly syningly holds the interest of so onymous with college life.
many illustrious people including Bennett Cerf, Tony Randall and Moss Hart. The "PlayMy Sin• Tabu
mate of the Month" is a special
Chanel No. S
feature that is looked forward
to by every male member of
White Shoulders
the "Playboy" reading aQdiArpege • Shalimar
ence. Many enjoy checking out
the monthly ribald classic or
(Rebottled from the Originthe humor page. These racy
als)
features, however, are not the
$1.00
sum and substance of the publication. The food and drink
Exquisite "gold flacon"
articles with their gourmets'
Presentation
of the World's
delights and barflys' regrets
most wanted fragrances
are most interesting. Fashions
for men are featured, all with
an Ivy League twist. Also to be
found are excellent reviews of
the new records-progressive,
Dixieland or pop-phis book
reviews of the latest novels.
Next to the Free Press
Although there are thc»se
who fear the influence of this
magazine - upon
youthful
minds, no valid charge of
PATRONIZE YOUR
scenity has ·prevailed against
it.
• ADVERTISERS •
In\ '

Cheney

Drug

ob-
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Addition To The

Executive Planned
Plans are now being laid for
a possible addition to the executive branch of the associated
student council. Paui Hooper,
ASB president met with student representatives and faculty advisors of the various campus organizations concerned
. with public affairs.. An advisory committee m~de up of
members of each of these organizations, was formed t'o
start co-ordination between the
Young Democrats, Young Republicans and the International Relations Club.
This ·commJ.mti. ~l work
pr;marily at yoordinating the
various activities of these
. clubs, pooling man power a-pd
financial resqurces. It IS planned that in the future a stu-

34 e•DiTs SIGN
FOR BAND

The ROTC Cadet Band, for
years one of the most popular
campus. music organizations,
will have a record number of
members this year. As of the
first rehearsal, 34 cadets had
signed into the organization
with even more expected later.
In previous years the band seldom numbered over 20.
The band this year will be
under the direction of Cadet
2nd Lt. Mel Hotchkiss, with
Sargeant Delbert Crosby as
staff advisor. The professional
direction for the band will
come by Mr. Arthur Biehl, of
the music divisioh.
This year's band will represent Eastern's ROTC department at many functions . Tentatively planned are ~p.ear..._
ances at several basketball
games, the campus blood drive,
and the Spokan~ Lilac Parade.
Also on schedule is a winter
concert in conjunction with
the newly formed men's chorus. Though the band is large,
there are still a few vacancies
left for capable musicians. Any
cadet interested should contact
Mel Hotchkiss or Sgt. Crosby.

dent body officer to be called
Public Affairs Vice President,
will take over this job and a
portion of student funds will
be set aside for the activities
of this branch.
It is also planned for this
committee to take over the
Koffee Korner program, integrating the various activities
of the clubs with those of the
Korner .sessions.
This organization will not do
away with the clubs th'em,
selves, but merely org~nize a
program on th'e quarterly and
eventually ,in annual basis.
Club activities will continue to
receive recognition.

f.,.$.

Drill Tean,
Organi%ed
The EWC ROTC Drill Team
has organzied this year with
12 old members and 26 new
members. The old 3'1embers
are working on fancy drill and
rifle movements while the new
members are being trained in
basic drill maneuvers in preparation for the more intricate
movements of fanCJ drill.
The drill t~am is commahded by Cadet Lt. Fred l3otttz.
Executive Officer Ais Cadet
S/ Sgt. Ron Jones.
n'ew guidbn is being used this y~ar,

which incorporates the school
colors and symbols. The flag
is bright red encircled by white
fringe. An Indian head with
white lettering showing "EWC
Drill Team" completes the attractive flag.
M/ Sgt. M. Wells, team advis~
or, has planned a busy schedule for the members which includ-es exhibitions at certain
campus functions, flag raising
and color guard for games and
ceremonies, and drill competitioqs wit.ti aonzaga U and oth~r Inl~nd Empire drill teams.
Also,
tope~ to partieipate
ii 'b,(.',t n tbe Lilac Festifal and
the Wenatchee Apple Festival.

pe

BOND FORFEITED
Robert G. Clark, Hudson
hall, was presented last week
with a disorderly conduct
charge resulting from a fight
on campus. Bond was set at
$50 and forfeited.
Justice of the Peace Merritt
Johnson fined Rodney P. Ostboe, Hudson hall, $10 for· having defective exhaust equipment on his car.
John P. Qrub~r, Ga~~Y hall,
was fiped f15 with $10 suspend·~d for failng tq stop at a
st9p ~ig~.. He ,lVill att~pd traffic school on November 16.

Filters ·for
'flavor
-finest flavor by far I
.

Tareyton

For a Tasty Dinner
OrA

Quick Lunch
You Can't Beat
The College Inn
\

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

Tareyton has the taste-

Dual Filter
does it!
,

NEW

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL ..•

:,

definitely Qroved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth ...

2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance gives
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

n;~~

FILTER

Tareyton

°' ~
-' · J0L
~----·Product of ~
' ___
u
~ ---"o/'i£/
c/(l(ja,eec-is our middle name" @ .t . r . co.

Subscribe Now
at Half Price *
You can read this world-famous

dally newspaper· for the next six
months for $5, just half the
regufor subscription rote.
Get top news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip for refer•
ence work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check .or money
order. Use cou- •
pen below:_,

____

__________ _

The Christion Science Monitor
P-CN
One Norway St., Boston 15, Mass.
Send your newspaper for the time
checked.
O 6 months $5 0 1 year $10
D College Student O faculty Member

Address
Zone

Motorola

...

Special Discount
To Studens and Faculty
On Gas - Oil - Lubes at

Joe's Phil~ip ''66''

Only TWO of these at this
I •

Special Price

Motorola Deluxe Portable
Model Stereo
with two Detachable Speakers
and Matching Table
Reg. $.1 84.95 Table $29.95
NOW Both for $168.85

Marshall-Wells Store

Nome

City

A Special Purchase From

St ate

'This special offer available ONLY to college
students, faculty members, and college llbrarie5.

EDGETT BROS, Owners

Why Did Alpha Psi Die?

paid his dues for winter or
spring quarter. If he wishes to
become an active member Fall
By Shan Eggers
quarter, or any other time, he
EWCE students now seeking a re-charter for a chapter of must pay these dues. If it is
desire of t he officers, you
~lpha_ Ps~ Omega f~aternity, a dramatics honorary, did a little the
may
to ARTICLE VII,
mvestigatmg, searching through the minutes of the former now Sec. 3,revert
of
our
Constittuion.
defunct, Eastern group, to learn of the chapter's members 'probSam Riggs.
lems, and eventual discohtinuation.
'
· Here, forming a story in
themselves, are excerpts from QUARTE}t 1949: PRES, Keith
the club's or "cast's" as it is Sexon, v 1CE PRES. Alpha ACTIVE MEMBERS FALL
called, minutes showing the Spence, SEC .& TREAS. Sam QUARTER: PRES, Tom BarRiggs, Tom Barton, Betty ton, VICE PRES: Jerry Moothresults of this search:
Learned, Jerry Moothart, Reva art, SE. & TREAS. Sally Taft
Spar~es, Melvina Stell, Roger Alpha Spence, Betty Learned'.
A joint tn.eeting of mas- ·ci:ane (?).
Reva Sparks, Ray Huff (this
quer's and Alpha Psi Omega
name familiar?), Gene Ray,
'
WP~ liMd Qn the stage o'ctober
Ted
Stange, Rosemary LundA play for Alpha Psi Omega
19, Iij8. The President stated
berg, Jim Lundberg, and .. .
that the purpose of the meet- was discussed and we decided Roger Crane?
wa1 to ~ecide o.n concrete we d.on't do one. Sam was to
a by-law about grade
plans',
die joint float for write
point to be presented at next
ho]
"ecoming.
After the initiation ceremeeting.
S
Riggs e;xi>!aiped what
mony Tom read Kathy's letter
lie~ ~}·, acco~plislied wtth
A joint meeting of Alpha telling us she was sorry, but ·
gfr ~ o ·a trqck. It was mov~d,
~ecqp ~ and carried tn~t the . Psi Omega and Masquers was she was going to the U. of W.
held in the Social Room office. The question of the evening
t1:1!,~Ic 1 ~am ?~tained not be The
meeting was called to or- was what to do with the scholu~etl ~ue to 1t~ size. Roger rep'~rtecl that Mr. Steve·ns had der. by Roger, PRES. The min- arship?
offe.r~d t9 loan his truck for utes of the previous meeting
Jerry brought up the point
the fl~t. Ii
moved, second• were not read, b~cnuse I didn't that
there are no drama coure~ an~ ~ar.rted t,iaf we accept have them.
Tom read four plans for the ses being offered. He suggesthis of;!er , an~· use his truck.
proposed
scholarship and it ed t~at a letter might be ·sent
Riggs y.ras chosen to keep the
was decided to combine plan · to the administration asking
scrapbook.
During the m~eting refresh- 2 and 1 in that order. The lhem why.
ment were served. These were scholarship now reads . . .
Tom suggested sending out
through the courtesy of Miss
The grade point law was ac- a brochure to the high schools
Elrod.
cepted
by the organization. We
Signed: Sam Riggs, Sec.
then welcomed Kathy Helwig,
as our first recipient of the
The third maeting of the fall Drama Scholarship.
quarter, was called to order
and the minutes of the tw~
Jerry brought up about wavprevious meeting were read ing the grade point average
and approved, so to speak.
for Ted.
The first · old business
brou~ht up was by Roger,. who
described his 1'}0rbid argument with . Mr. Hering, in re- NOTE TO INCOMING SECgards to charging for our stu- TREAS., Roger Crane has not
dent play. Finally the ASB said
that they would cover the deficit we make on the play. Keith
sugge ted that we send a hote
of appreciation to Mr. Stevens
for the use of .his truck. I am
to send the note.
We thanked Miss Elrod in
person and at this point Mr.
B~rton was excused to . . . get
his play ca-talogues (never
coul'd spell that word).

,i:l,

~9l:
m

re-

I
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advertising our drama department.

qualifications and if she had
accumulated enough points
she would be taken in at the
same time.

Page 5

------------~-----------The motion was passed with
two discenting votes.
It was moved that "Lad" be
made club mascot. The motion
was seconed and passed.

The proposed project for
taking "Three's A Family" to
Spokane was called off. Ray
Huff reported that the Lions
Club had decided against it.
It ~ as also decided that the
secretary, 9harles Kimbee,
would look isto Rose Force's

Well, there are the samples!
If you don't care to join a fun-

loying group like that, contact
acting president Paul Barton
or Shan Eggers for petition for
membership in the new EWCE
bni.Qch of tpis national group.
If you'r~ at all interested in
dramatics, and are goo~ at taking minutes, you might just
mAke it !
.
.
NOTE: Yes, Miss Huston"Media" was spelled with an
" i".

'
•

4 •

• • "'

PROMPT, COURTE8US SERVICE

City Dry Cleaners

1

Tailoring and R.ipairs
Al:.TERATIONS

~as

;

Laundry Service

0.

K. Rubber Welders
Complete Tire Service
New, Used ~ Recapped
Nation Wide Guarantee
16 W. 1st.

BE 5-6388

The student play was then
, discussed. Reva suggested "Int etlude" but said it was too
good to be hammed up by us.
Riggs was commended
the scrapbook.

on

It was brought up about a
group of us going to Seattle to
see "Media." (See note.)

COPY:
Alphi Psi Omega
Iota Lambda Cast
Cheney, Wash.
November 3, 19~8.
Dear Mr. Stevens:
On behalf of Alpha Psi Omega, we would like to take this
oppertunity to sincerely thank
r ou for the use of your truck,
1n the recent Home-coming Parade. Without your truck, it
would have been impossible to
ente_r a float in that parade.
Agam our deepest thanks, for
all of your cooperation.
Sincerely, Sam Riggs, Sec.
The first meeting of the inter quarter was called to order
January 4, 19~9. by Sam Riggs,
who was presidmg officer because Keith was in Spokane
and our vice pres. quit schooi
to become a chiropractor; so
he was the only officer left
Sam that is. The first busines~
of the meeting was to elect a
new vice pres. Alpha and Tom
were nominated. Alpha was
elected. Sam kept on presiding, until Roger told him that
he wasn't ranking officer any
more, so he quit.
Ray Huff was eligible to become a member, so the cast
voted wether or not they want.ed him. He was unanimously
rejected.
ACTIVE MEMBERS SPRING

"'

It~ whatS gg front that counts
I

I

Up front is FILTER-BLEND and only Winston has itl
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially

.. ReynoldsTobncco··~omp~~~~!!~!:m~N.!~r full flavor in filter smoking.

1. . ~.!.::~:r;.armE:m . -

w

. . . . ."'............ . . . . .... .........
. . .. . ..
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SPORTS SECTION

The Optimist
By WALT HARTMAN
If things keep going th.e way

they have been lately, the
name df this column will appropriately be called the Pessimist.
Not only have the Savage
footballers been hampered
considerably lately through
various injuries, but six of the
probable starters for Saturday's nbmecoming tilt were
dismissed for a violation of
the traihing rules. It seems as
though· 1several players s~uggled sotne of that vile liquid
refresh~ent onto the bus
when returning from Tacoma,
and proceeded to -engage in a
quite amusing poker party. It
was not learned that anything
was going on until the team
had rea,ched the confines of
Cheneyville. This leaves us
with several amusing questions. In the first place, how
depressed were the players after their 35-0 shellacking at
the hands of UPS; secondly
how were the players able to
smuggle the refreshment onto
the bus, and after this act was
accomplished, ·why wasn't it
readily discovered; and thirdly, was the dismissal handled
correctly.
It is of my opinion that after
the damage was done, that
Coach Ed Chissus did an excellent job of weeding out the
persons involved. Chissus commented that "I will not play
anyone in Eastern's homecoming tilt ihat I feel within my
own min:d had anything to do
with this unfortunate situation."

In the remaining games,
Eastern will be . going half
strength. Those persons that
were ·e ither offensive or defensive specialists will be going
both ways in the coming
games. It will be interesting to
see how the team will perform
for the remainder of the season, however, one note of comment, we can't do too much
worse than last week.
The basketballers are now
going full swing in preparation for the upcoming games
in December. The 6'11' lad on
campus, at last report, was still
dedicated to his organ. The
team has seven returning lettermen, but shows a decided
weakness in bench strength
_for postment. Dave Danielson
and Dan Sutphin are the returning starters and from
early indications, it looks as
though they won't be presured too much for their positions ,
again this year. John Nugent
has put on quite a bit of
weight (maried life seems to
agree with him) and he should
give the Savages good board
strength this year.
One final note; this year's
homecoming was by far the
most active that Easteern has
had for many years. The spirit
on campus has increased
greatly as exemplified by all
of the people showing up for
the mixers and dances in the
union. It is up to each individual to keep our spirits up, and
who knows, someday the commuters ~ight even come out
to our functions!

'W' Club Plans Dance
1

Among the main topics discussed at the Thursday meeting
of the EWC lettermans club was the organizing of the annual
Varsity Ball as a strictly formal dance. To get students reactions
on this proposal, the lettermen will set up on Monday and
Wednesday next week in the SUB a poll enabling students to
express their choice on this matter.
- - - - - - -- -- Since all plans have not a trophy case, useful in conbeen completed on the foot- solidating all of Eastern's
ball banquet, sponsored by the awards and trophies in one
lettermen, nothing definite showplace.
can be stated except .that it
Hilty said this plan will defwill be held November 15, in initely
carried out but no
Spokane. Watch next week's specific be
plans
were made. As
Easterner for the full details to possible locations
for the
on that story.
,
the suggestion was made
By way of clearing up the case
that
it
placed along the wall
business of "foreign" letter to the be
right
the Harbor enjackets, "W" club president, trance at theofSUB.
Rich Hilty stated that it will be
The "W" club also . made
permissable to wear jackets
from other schools providing plans to work in conjtinction
that all insignia, letters, stripes with the Bachelor club in setetc., hav-=: been removed. An- ting up a Dick Houston Mem
other potnt Hilty mentioned orial Scholarship open to inwas that concerning "W" club coming athletes. Dick Houston
jackets from EWC. These jack- who was a former Little Allets are supposed to be worn American center on the EWC
only by those lettermep. who football squad, was accidently
have earned them, thus exclud- killed, wbile in the armed sering the wearing of these jack- vices serving in K9rea this
ets by gir1 friends and compan- summer.
Presider1t Hiity announced
ions of t,:ie lettermen. These
rules are not set up to discip- that letters to all coaches of
line the students, they merely varsity sports asking for a definition of some of the various
follow school policy.
Candidates for entry into awards given, etc., were soon
the letteqnans club had better to be mailed. These letters will
find a tr~e some where- not be used to set up a criterion
to hide behind but to practice for picking the athlete to reclimbing ~ The club this year ceive these different awards
has devisErd a three step plan this year.
It is the firm belief of all
for initiation. The first step
will take Jl>lace at the first pep concerned that the "W" club
rally for basketball season, has the potential of becoming
where ne'o/ candidates will be the most influential club on
expected (pr forced, as the case campus. By way of provmay be) to climb a greased ing this the lettermen have
pole of some type set up in done and are doing their utfront of all those attending the most to see that their club is
rally. Tho e who fail to climb an active and integral part of
the pole ill receive the dub- all campus activities.
With the increased load of
ious honor of joining the
cheerlead~rs for a yell or two functions on the agenda there
at the rallr, or possibly at the seems to be a need for more
manpower. While the club is
game.
With thls foolishness out of now a strong, active unit, if it
the way, ~he formal initiation is to expand its activities, it
will take place at a "W" club must also expand its membermeeting a,, soon as the letter- ship. All those who are interman's jacijets arrive.
ested in this fine organization
The lettermen also dis- are asked to join and help this
cussed brir fly t~e erection of club in carying out its role as
I

Intramural Score
Show·s 3-Way Tie
Intramural Score Shows
Three-way Tie

Under the efficent direction
of Dr. Kirschner and assistant
director Doug MacN eil, the intramural season is progressing
very nicely." The "B" league,
having completed its season,
shows a three-way tie for top
position with Hudson, Sutton,
and Monroe halls battling for
top spot. So far, however, no
word has been received concerning play-offs.
In the "A" league there are
several games to be completed.
Since several had to be called
off during the regular season,
they will be played at a later
date.
This week's score rundown
shows the off campus team in
the lead for "A" league honors. At this writing they have
three wins and no losses. This,
however, is not indicative of
the final results. There are
more games to be played and
there can be a very close race
in this league.
For those who would like to
get in .the "swim" of things
around the campus, November
4 marks the beginning of the
. Intramural swim meet. Students who are living in a dorm
should talk to their intramural manager and off-campus
students should make arangements with either Dr. Kirschner or assistant director, Doug
MacNeil.
Also coming soon are the
volleyball tournaments. These
games will be held in the evenings at the Fieldhouse, starting November 8.
If you plan to enter either
the swim meet or the volleyball tournament, the time to
start organizir;g is now! Students, incid-ently no longer
may use the exccl.s e that they
have to go to class to skip at. tending these contests. Volleyball games will be held at 6
p. m.
All persons interested in officiating at the volleyball
tournament should keep watch
in both the Fieldhouse and the
SUB for places to sign up. Assittant director MacNeil stated
that sheets will soon be made
available for this purpose.

Savages Disintegrate
Three thousand disappointed homecoming fans witnessed a
46-6 shellacking of the EWC Savages at the hand of the Wildcats from Central Washington last Saturday afternoon.
The Wildcats with a powerful ground game and a sur- raced the remaining 79 yards
prise passing attack had little for the TD.
It took Central just 45 secdifficulty with the under-manonds
to get on the scoreboard
fAed Eastern team. The only
Highlights in the game for the again as Larry Liberty fumSavages were the superb run- bled the kickoff on Eastern's
ning efforts of fullback Ed 23, and two plays later HeimLaulninen and the great pass bigner', again spotted a man in
receiving and punting of end the open, this time in the perMike Macaulay. Laulninen son of Harvey Rath who scootpicked up a total of 107 net ·e d over for the TD.
In the fourth quarter, Easyards for the afternoon and
tern
was finally able to get on
Macaulay picked up five recepth~
scoreboardt
m a i n 1y
tions and booted three punts
through
the
arm
of
quarterfor over 40 yards each. All
three efforts were tops for the back George Stephens, and the
receiving .of Macaulay and Bill
Savages this year.
It took the Wildcats 11 min- Newborn. Stephens plunged
utes before they were able to over from the three to give
put a tally on tJ'.\e scoreboard, Eastern its one moment of
but after that, nothing the glory for the day.
On the
kickoff Central
Savages could do was enough
marched 58 yards straight
to stop them.
down
the field for the final
The first tally came on a 38
score
of
the game. Jack Curtyard pass from quarterback
wright
plunged
over from the
Jim Black to Dick: Niemi. Ray
Amstead converted the PAT, one.
ltUSHlNG
owo
the first of five for the after24
3.7
Rath
.......
.
'l
26
1
noon.
8
1.6
0
Blacal< .•.• .. 2
8
22
2.4
. ..•. . 9
22
0
The Wildcats ~ame right Lybbert
4
2.4
Redden ...•.. a
8
'l
back by getting possession on Pigg
..... .'. ,_.
80
7.6
0
80
1
2.8
11
0
Curtwrlght .. 4
an outside kick on the EWC Amstadt
81
10.3
81
0
••.. 8
48. Eastern held for four down, Heimbigner . .4 46
41
10.2
4
-82
-6.4
••.. 6
6
38
but a roughing the kicker pen- Fitterer
Kapp ...•... 1
28
28.0
28
0
alty enabled the Wildcats to
EWO
107
6.8
Lau linen •. l'l
108
1
start another 42 yard march Grambo
..... . 4
9
0
9
63.
for the TD. Black did the hon- Bass ........ 6 88
33
6.6
0
..• . . •. . 7
9
16
-6
-0.8
ors by plunging over from the Olark
2
1.0
0
Harlan ...... 2
2
0
10
3.3
one on a fourth down situa- IStehens .... 8 I 0
12
12.0
Willman ..•. 1
12
0
tion.
PASSING
cw:c
Central, with the aid of a
Att. Comp. YG Avg. Pct.
quick whistle by referee John Black ....•... 4
2
66 82.6 600
FitteTCr ..•. 7
6
~7
16.4 .714
Snell scored again in the sec- Curtwright
4.0 .883
ond quarter, this time on a 42 Heimbigner .. 8.• 8 1 0 4107 6S.6
.667
yard fake punt by Craig Heim- ciark .... 10 Ewa
20
8.7 .300
S
bigner. Amstead converted his Stephens .... 10 6 86 17.0 .600
Eastern
third PAT in a row to make it Yards passing •.........Cervtral
248
56
21-0 at halftime.
Y nrds rushing ........ 208
188
Yards lost rushing , ... 46
16
The Savages started out Net
yardage •......... 406
222'
.......... . ... 10-18
7-20
strong in the second half with Passing
Passes intercetped by .... 2
0
their longest sustain_e d drive First downs 1·ushing ...... 8
11
downs passing .. . . .. 6
3
of the game. Highlighted by First
First downs on pe~ltles .. 1
0
the fine running of John Bass Punts .. .. .... ,......... 1 4-33.9 6-82.8
Kicks r eturned, total yds. 90
86
and Laulninen, and the finest Penalties
... , , ...... ... 6-70
2-20
1
catch this writer has seen in a Fumbles lost . .... ....... 0
Central .............. 7 11 13
7- 41
long time by Macaulay, the Eastern
. ........ . ... . 0
0
0
6- 6
OW- Wallenborn, 68 pass from Black
Savages penetrated to the Cen(Arnstadt kick) : OWL-B lack, 1 plunge
tral 18.
(Amstad kick); CW- Heimbigner, 41 run
However, two plays later, (Amstadt kick); CW'r--Wallenborn, 79
from Heimbigner (kick blocked) ;
Central quarterback Heimbig- pass
CW- Rath, 28 ass from Heimbigner
kick); E~Stephens, 3 plun ge
ner spotted Dick Niemi in the (Amstadt
(kick
blocked) :
CW.-Curtwright,
1
dear on the 21, and Niemi lunge (Amstadt kick).

"A" League Standings

Team
won lost
Off Camuus .................... 3'
O
Sutton '.'A ' .................... 3
1
Hudson "A" ... ................. 2
0
Garry "A" .................... 1
2
Idahoans ........................ 0
3
Student Court .......... ...... 0
3
Individual Game Scores

Oct. 17-Off Campus 7, Student Court 0
Oct. 17-Hudson B - , Garry
B2 (forfeit)
Oct. 18-Hudson A - , Garry
A (forfeit)
Oct 18- Sutton B -,Garry
Bl (forfeit)
Oct. 19- Sutton A 7, Idahoans 0
Oct. 20- Off Campus 18,
Sutton A 0
Oct. 20-Hudson B 7, Sutton
B 6

campus leader. Meetings are
held each and every Thursday
in the Sutton hall lounge. A
film, presenting the 1927 EWC
Savages in action, will also be
shown at next Thursday's
meeting.

This is the one to see!

Holn,es Hard\V~re
Is offering good used TV and appliances.
Ranges - Washers One (1) Console TV.
Looks like New - It's Blonde and has a 90day guarantee.
See Them At

.
HOLMES HARDWARE - Cheney, Wash.

Film ·S pecials
620
120
127
•

Reg. SOc
Now
3 Rolls for 99c

0\¥1 _Pharma~y
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Additions To MusicDepartment

NEW AND OLD MEMBERS of music department !Wardian, Mr. Marvin Mutchnik, Mr. Arthur
discuss ~ew policies. Left to right are Dr. C. W. Biehl and Mr. Ralph Manzo.
Lotienhiser, Mr. Donald Smith, Mrs. Jeanne F.

-Mllsicians H·ave Man)'
And Varied Plans ,

Haunted. Hudson
Natives Restless
The inmates of room 43 in
Hudson hall claim that the
hall is haunied. It seems that
while they slept spirit drugged
them and rearranged the furniture into such an order as to
make them prisoners in their
own beds. One of the boys
having to get up during the
night didn't know where he
was and almost didn't make his
qestination in time.

By Sharon Williams

The 57 Eastern Washington College Marching Savages traveled
to Tacoma Saturday to peFform at the Logger-Savage football
game.
·
The band, cheer leaders,
and song leaders traveled in on the EWCE campus. At this
two buses and were accompan- time 75 band directors will lisied by Mr. William Maxson, ten to newly published music
band director, and Marvin to be played by the Eastern
Mutchnik and Mr. Dennis Rey- band. Then 125 high school
students will also , perform
nolds.
newly released music. These and look into tour prospects.
Upon arrival in Tacoma, the students will be chosen on
In months to come, the Symgroup was entertained by the their ability and will form an phony Orchestra and the SymUniversity of Puget Sound stu- ijonor Band. The West Valley phonic Choir ho.pe to present
dents.
high school band will also be two major works.
Since the game was the Un- present for the occasion and
Ensembles Formed
iversity's Homecoming game, will perform.
the EWC band performed in
-A concert in Spokane, tours,
A new "pop group", which
pre-game activities. The spec- and three weekly lawn con- is looking for a name, Mr. Mantators saw the band perform a certs on the college campus zo, director, stated, has been
precision drill, a dance step are planned for the spring.
for med this year. This group
number.; and, with the assisChoir Re-Named
includes a pianQ, string bass,
tance of the UPS band, huge
The newly named Symphon- and drum accompaniment. At
letters forming USA stretched ic Choir, formerly the Colleg- various occasions, this group
. from the , 30 yard line to 30 iate Chorale, numbering 98 will also perform with the Easyard line. Then the Star Span- and directed by Mr. Ralph terners, the college dance
gled Banner" was directed by Manzo, has brought about the band. ·
Mr. Maxson.
change in the type of music
A girls quartette and two
The group was quartered at that the choir will use.
boys' quartettes will also make
the Olympus Hotel and returnThroughout the year the numerous appearances this
ed to the EWC campus Sunday Symphonic Choir will ·p erform · year. These smaller groups will
afternoon.
with the string orchestra, brass work in and around campus
This, however, is only the and woodwind ensembles.
and also will tour in the
beginning. Eastern's band has
An elaborate Christmas Pro- spring.
many activities planned. The gram is scheduled by the Symband will perform for various phonic Choir and the SymHomecoming festivities and phony Orchestra.
, I
the football game on October
The Symphony Orchestra
22.
was recently appropriated
On November 19, the Eas- $1500 by the Finance Co,:nmittern Washington Music Mater- tee. With this money, the orials Reading Clinic will be held chestra will build up its library

This fall five new instructors have been added to the music
department's staff. Dr. George Lotzenhiser is the new department head. He came to Eastern from the Uuniversity of Arizona. He was a 1947 graduate from EWCE and was the first
student granted a B. A. degree. (Prior to this time, only B. A.
in education degrees were granted.) While at EWC during 1946
and '47 he was Student Body president.
Upon his graduation from - - - - - - - - - - - Eastern, he went to the Uni- lege in Bremerton came Mr.
versity of Michigan ; from Ralph Manzo, director of cho•
there he received his M. A. de- rale activities.
gree in music in 1948.
Mr• Manzo was a graduate
, After his graduation he be- assistant at Colorado State and
came the director of the Uni- an under graduate assistant at
versity of Arizona's marching CWCE. He has appeared · as
band and assistant conductor ienor soloist with the Se~ttle
of the Concert Band. In 1949 Symphony and in Washin~ on
he established and became has done tenor solo work in
conductor of the University practically every major or atorSymphony.
io. He has had a wealth of
In 1950 he re-enterd the background in both tenor and
United States Navy as an ASW woodwind instruments.
officer and served in the KorFrom the experience he has
ean War. 1952 saw his return had working with high school
to Arizona. He was appointed choruses, he is a member of
associate, conductor of the the First Chair of America, an
Tuscon Symphony Orchestra honorary organization.
and conductor of the Tuscan
He is now pursuing his docYouth Symphony.
torate of music at Colorado
He received a Ph.D. in edu- State.
cation at the University of OreMr. Jeanne Foster Wardian,
gon in 1955.
former chorale director at
Throughout Dr. Lotzenhis- Gonzaga University, teaches
er's career, he has played the half-time in the music departtrombone professionally on ra- ment. She specializes in voice
dio and television. He has and ensemble and is in pur played under such famous suit of her Ph. D. degree.
conductors
as
Stokowsky,
The fifth new member of
Johnson, Revelli, and Antoni- the music department's staff
is Mr. Dennis Reynolds. He has
m.•
Another new member of the returned as a graduate assistmusic department's staff is ant after receiving a B. A. deMr. Marvin Mutchnik. He came gree from Eastern last spring.
to EWC from Converse ColMr. Reynolds is serving in
lege, Indiana.
the general music program as
He is the .conductor of the director of organizational acSymphony Orchestra and has tivities and conductor of the
done extensive work in solo dance band.
chamber music.
Mr. Mutchnik, a professional musician, has played the violin with the Indian Transylvania Orchestra. He received . LOST: By unhappy 3-year-old,
his M. A. at Illinois and is vicinity of Betz school, large
working on his doctorate de- red and white trike, white seat,
streamers. New. Please help us
gree at Indiana.
At the present time he is find it. BE 5-4015.
concert master of the Spokane
Philharmonic Orchestra.
From Olympic Junior Col-

Maddux Cleaners
LAUN·DRY AND
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ALTERATrlONS AND REPAIRS

Ben Franklin Store
11
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Ben Franklin

Cheney, Wash.
'
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Regular
Filter
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Cigarettes?
Other ·
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to the MENTHOL MAGIC

o£KOOL!
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HOME COOKED MEAL
I
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•
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•
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-----------------Hornecotning Recap

Ama:lemba
(continued from page 1)
view, said that he is about 36
year old and has a wife and
nine children, the eldest a
daughter who is about 15
year old. He has been a teacher, journalist, shop-keeper, and
a politician, and is "very concerned with the youth in my
country." Youth, he feels, form
one of the most interesting
groups to work with.
In this int-erview, in answer
to questions of students at
EWCE, he said statements of
this sort:
"There is a strong impression left behind when a colonial power leaves a country.
Thie particular power makes a
great deal of difference in the
attitude, and the success, of
the colonized countries."
Amalemba cited examples of
Ghana, Nigeria and Sumalia
and said th~~ about the British method of colonization:
"The British do not work
{ijst eµougp towards eventual
independence of the colonies."
Then, of the other powers,
"The others do not even try to
l}elp Afrtcan countries to this
goal."
''Nigeria," Amalemba said,
"has done the best job in
achieving independence because they have maintained a
level-headed approach. If they
had not remained cool-headed,
Nigeria would have gone
bust.' "
"The British came to Africa
with capitol to invest-in other words, to make money.
They saw that it would not be
easy going when Africa woke
up, and tried to prevent that
from happening."
"Tho~e old first settlers still
have ideas about Africa -much
the same as they did originally.
Those Europeans who settled
after WW II, the younger people, have younger ideas. This
attitude could be seen, too, on
the pa1 t of t.be old<!r AfricanLo t:1em w~-tlt,~- people are 'difterent ' !l~l'd 1!, me on boats
from ·the water, where only
fish live! They had legs but no ·
toes (shoe'"' helped here, of
course), and fire came from
their fingernails. The youth
and students in both nations
seem to realize that they must
do things fairly to each other
and to themselves."
In answer to a question
about Algeria, Amalemba said,
"That nation is an extreme
case-almost like the Belgian
Congo. The instability of the
French government and leadership, and, most of all, the attitudes of the local French in
Africa, has caused this hardship, and it will continue to
grow until ihese are adjusted."
The strength of Kenyetta,
the communist leanings of African officials, and the difference between attitudes of the
British and French in colonizing, were among Amalemba's
answers, and Eastern students
became acquainted with a man
which, it is true, ·seemed to
r epresent Africa "at its best."

..
........-.··:-:

Constitution

<

:-:~~;.:

•, -~·':,';:~:_.;:;.

-·; . <;:::;;.i:~ti:[i;~~~l

I

Cheney Newsstafld
•

L•te Evening Snacks
•

(Cont. from page 1)
pared to the Social Affairs,
NSA, Elections, and Finance
committees and the Campus
Council required as standing
committees in the present
Constitution.
,,
These are some of the changes in the proposed Constitution which if adopted "will
give the students at Eastern
a truly representative form of
government and more responsibility," Garth Wheeler reported to the Easterner.

Film Developing -

By Marilyn Fletcher

If you are wondering about your future, have you thought
about professional nursing?
Registered professional nurses furnish nursing services to
patients, either by giving direct nursing care
by supervising
allied nursing personnel. Generally, their main concerns are,
care of the sick and injured, prevention of illness, and promotion of good health.
In the nursing field, there --··are several distinct groups of , universities, on the other
professional nurses specializ- hand, charge their regular fees
ing in a particular type of pat- for a full college curriculum.
ient care and treatment. The
The employment outlook is
largest group of professional good, mostly due to the rapid
nurses (about 63 per cent of advances in medical drugs,
the total) are hospital nurses. techniques, and equipment.
This includes general duty
Minimum starting salaries
nurses and specialized nurses of general daty nurses range
who care for mothers and new from 60 dollars to 80 dollars a
babies or assist physicians in week. Private duty nurses in
h d 1
most states earn from 14 dolt e . e iver~ ro~m or in the op- lars to 16 dollars fot a basic
eratlng room.
8-houf day.. By region, salaries
About 15 per cent of all pro- were highest in the West, next
fessional nurses are private highest in the Midwest and
nurses. They_ are empJqyed di- Nol'th Atlantic states, and lowrectly by patients QJ; their fa~- est in tJi~ ~oqth.
ilies to give individual ~nursing
Virtually all nurses receive
care, usually when constapt at- extra pay f 01; 'York on ev.enin~
tention is needed. Private duty or night shifts and at least two
nurses work in hospitals and weeks of paid vacation after
patients' homes, frequently in one year of service. Most hossituations wn.icb require a con- pital nurses in metropolitan
siderable degree of independ- areas receive from five' to 11
paid holidays a year and also
ent judgment.
Other types of nursing may some form of health and rebe found in office work, pub- tirement benefit.
lic health, occupational health .
nursing and nurse education.
Three types of training programs, na.qiely diploma programs, baccalaureate degree
programs, and associate degree'
programs offer the preparation
required for professional nursing.
Tuition and other educational expenses vary widely among
schools of nursing, ranging
from no cost to two thousand
dollars · a year. Colleges and

or
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